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Enemy Pie
By Derek Munson
It was summer.

Jeremy Ross moved into my neighborhood.
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I did not like Jeremy Ross.

Jeremy Ross was on my enemy list.
Dad had a secret recipe.

The recipe was for enemy pie.
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I went out to play basketball.

Dad was baking enemy pie.
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Dad pulled the pie out of the oven.

The pie looked and smelled good.
Dad said I had to spend one day with Jeremy Ross.

Jeremy Ross would eat the enemy pie after dinner.
I rode my bike to Jeremy Ross's house.

I knocked on the door.
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I asked Jeremy Ross to play with me.

We rode bikes and jumped on the trampoline.
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I was having fun with my enemy.

Dad called us down for dinner.
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Adapted from the original text, *Enemy Pie*, by Derek Munson:

I did not want to give Jeremy Ross enemy pie.

Jeremy Ross was not my enemy.
Jeremy Ross was my new friend.